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Abstract - -L inear  stability conditions for a first-order three-dimensional discrete dynamic are 
derived in terms of the trace, determinant, and sum of principle minors of the Jacobian evaluated at 
the equilibrium. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. MOTIVAT IONS 
In my evolutionary game theory research, I am often concerned with the linear stability of a first- 
order three-dimensional discrete dynamic. The elements of the Jacobian are most times expressed 
as a mass of different parameters and the direct calculation of the eigenvalues i not practical. I
needed conditions that would equate to linear stability derived in terms of the trace, determinate, 
and principle sum of minors of the Jacobian. Also, when the genetic model is diploid, there is a 
satisfying symmetry in the equations that produces an eigenvalue of zero. The conditions derived 
below then collapse down to a very comfortable and familiar stability triangle. 
2. STABIL ITY CONDIT IONS 
Linear stability conditions for a first-order three-dimensional discrete dynamic, )~t+l = {xt+l, 
yt+l,zt+l> = F(xt,yt, zt), are equivalent o the necessary and sufficient conditions that the 
Jacobian, J, evaluated at the equilibrium have eigenvalues of magnitude less than 1. These 
conditions will be expressed in terms of the determinant of the Jaeobian, det(J), trace of the 
Jacobian, tr( J) ,  and the sum of principle minors of the Jacobian, EM~(J), all evaluated at the 
equilibrium. The det(J), tr(J),  and EM~(J) are all functions of the three eigenvalues, A1, >,2, A3, 
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of the Jacobian: 
det( J)  = )`1)`2A3, 
tr( J )  = )`1 + )`2 + )`3, 
EMi( J )  = )uA2 + )`1)`3 + A2)`3. 
This will provide the first necessary condition, namely, 
(2.1) 
]det( J ) l  : ])`1)`2)`3] < 1. (2.2) 
Next consider the characteristic equation of the Jacobian, 
C(x)  = x 3 - t r ( J )x  2 + EMi ( J )x  - det(J) ,  
which has the three eigenvalues as roots. This cubic characteristic equation has at least one real 
root and we require C( -1 )  < 0 < C(1) in order to guarantee one real root, )`1, of magnitude less 
than 1. This results in the second necessary condition, namely, 
- (EMi( J )  + 1) < tr( J )  + det( J)  < (EMi( J )  + 1). (2.3) 
This condition also guarantees that if all three eigenvalues are real, then either they all have 
magnitude less than 1 or the set of three eigenvalues consists of one with magnitude less than 1 
and a pair both greater than 1 or both less than 1. Now solve the set of equations (2.1) for the 
algebraic expression A2A3 to result in the cubic equation 
()`2)`3) 3 - [EMi(J)] ()`2)`3) 2+ [tr(J)] [det(J)] (A2)`3) - [det(J)] 2 = 0, 
where )`2)`3 represents any pair of the three eigenvalues. Call x = )`2)`3 and call 
P(x)  = x 3 - [EMi(J)] x 2 + [tr(J)] [det(J)] x - [det(J)] 2 . 
Note that at least one eigenvalue pair product, Ai)`j, is real and P(0) < 0 and so we require 
P(1) > 0 so that the root of P(x)  is less than 1. This results in the stability condition 
1 > [EM~(J)] - [tr(J)] [det(J)] + [det(J)] 2 . (2.4) 
I claim that the conditions described in inequalities (2.2)-(2.4) are necessary and sufficient for 
all eigenvalues of the Jacobian to have magnitude less than 1. 
If condition (2.3) is met, then we know that we have one real eigenvalue of magnitude less 
than 1 and either 
• a pair of complex conjugate igenvalues, 
• two more real eigenvalues of magnitude less than 1, or 
• a pair of real eigenvalues of magnitude greater than 1 but having the same sign. 
If the set of three eigenvalues consists of one real eigenvalue I),1] < 1 and two complex eigenval- 
ues )`2,3 = a 4- ib, then the roots of P(x)  consists of one real root a 2 + b 2 and two complex roots 
)`l(a ± ib). In this case, inequality (4) is met when the one real root  la 2 + b 2] < 1 and therefore 
la =t= ib ! < 1. 
The third case is impossible. If the set of three eigenvalues consists of one real eigenvalue 
])`11 < 1 and two other real eigenvalues, )`2, )`3, then the roots of P(x)  are all real. Order the 
three eigenvalues as I)`11 < 1 < I)`21 -< I)`3]. Then )`2 and )`3 have the same sign and P(x)  has 
two real roots of same sign with magnitude greater than 1. In particular, I)`1)~3] > 1 and so 
I)`lA2A3] > 1, which contradicts (2.2). 
Therefore, inequalities (2.2)-(2.4) comprise the necessary and sufficient conditions for all three 
eigenvalues of the Jacobian to have magnitude less than 1. These three conditions can be applied 
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without a priori knowledge as to whether or not the eigenvalue set contains complex eigenvalues. 
These results can be summarized in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The equilibrium of a three-dimensional discrete dynamic of the form X~+I = F(Xt) 
is linearly stable if and only if the det(J) ,  t r ( J ) ,  and EMi( J )  of the Jacobian evaluated at that 
equilibrium satisfy the following set of inequalities: 
Idet ( J ) /<  1, 
1 > [EMi(J)] - [tr(J)] [det(J)] ÷ [det(J)] 2 , 
- (EMi( J )  + 1) < tr( J )  + det( J)  < (~Mi( J )  ÷ 1). 
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Figure 1. The stability region of a three-dimensional discrete dynamic. 
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Figure 2. The stability triangle that results when the Jacobian has an eigenvalue 
of O. 
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THEOREM 2. If one of the eigenvalues i zero, that is, det(J) = O, then the conditions resembIe 
those for stability in a two-dimensionM discrete dynamic. The set of inequalities becomes 
1 > [ZM,(J)], 
- (ZM,(J) + 1) < tr(J) < (~M,(S) + 1), 
and the resulting stability triangle is familiar. It resembles Thompson's [1] stability triangle that 
results when the eigenvalues of a 2 x 2 Jacobian are required to be of magnitude less than 1. 
That triangle differs only by replacing sum of principle minors by the determinant. 
3. CONCLUSION 
The inequalities of Theorem 1 have aided my evolutionary game theory research. In a math- 
ematical model where the elements of the Jacobian are convoluted combinations of various un- 
known parameters, the inequalities provide conditions that allow stability conclusions to be made 
without the actual calculations of the eigenvalues. Certainly these linear stability conditions for 
a first-order three-dimensional discrete dynamic will be useful for others as well. 
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